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Panel talks world sustainability
Students discuss global issues as part
of International Education Week
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Where Are They Now?
Te r r y C o u s i n h a s
made the rounds from
Gamecock football to the
NFL. Now he’s back in
Williams-Brice, reporting
from the sidelines.

See page 9

On Tuesday evening, students from around
the world gathered to discuss what sustainability
looked like in their home countries.
“Putting a Face on Global Sustainability”
was a panel discussion sponsored by many
different departments on campus as a part of
International Education Week.
It began with a sampling of food from the
featured countries: India, Ghana, Madagascar
and South Korea. The students then gave a brief
presentation on the successes and challenges of
sustainability efforts in their home countries.
“We are going to hear from people who deal
with these issues in a very real way,” Ed Carr, a
professor from the geography department and
moderator of the panel, said.
A student from India summed up what each
of the presentations said as a whole, “People live
life based on needs instead of wants.”
While sustainability in the U.S. has become a
catch phrase and a marketing tool, sustainability
in developing nations in many cases is a matter
of survival.
I n I ndia, t he urban populat ion grow t h,
high population densit y and the diff icult y
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A panel of international students host “Putting a Face on Global Sustainability” Tuesday night.
in balancing cont inued development w it h
sustainability all pose challenges.
Proposed solutions include improving public
transportation and water treatment. According
to information in the presentation, Delhi,
India’s capital and one of the most densely
populated cities in the world, has a “Green
Delhi” campaig n involv ing and a specif ic
climate change plan. However, India has a very
diverse population and the people have many
different needs. Solutions will need to be just as
complex as the problems.
Narindra Randrianavony, a student from

Madagascar, has come to the U.S. to study
ecotourism in hopes of helping the economy
with the tourist industry while still preserving
the natural landscape.
“My aim is to go back to my nation and
create an eco-lodge and help create sustainable
tourism,” Randrianavony said.
He has worked extensively with Ranomafana
National Park in Madagascar and hopes his
time spent studying the U.S. will provide real
solutions to sustainability problems and help
Green ● 4

Literacy program receives $24,500 grant
Cocky’s Reading Express
plans to use Verizon funds
to reach more schools
Josh Dawsey

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

“A Christmas Carol”
lacks holiday joy
The latest incarnation of
Charles Dickens’s classic
tale loses its charm amid
a flurry of special effects.

See page 6

“2012” brings overblown
world myths
The world
isn’t ending
in three
years, and
movies like
“2012” only
perpetuate
mindless
hysteria.

Jeremy
Aaron

C o c k y ’s Read i ng E x pre s s , a
USC program that takes student
volunteers and Cocky to read to
students at some of the state’s most
disadvantaged elementary schools,
recently received their largest grant
to date.
Ve r i z o n C o m m u n i c a t i o n s
a n nou nced a $24,50 0 donat ion
to Cock y’s Reading Express last
month, giving the program money
to buy more books for donation and
to broaden the program’s reach.
“This donation is going to be able
to take us into more schools and
hopefully reach every school district
in the state,” said Ellen Hinrichs, a
staff member in the department of
library science. “It’s so important
because this is often the fi rst book

Courtesy of Andrew Gaeckle

Cocky and student volunteers encourage literacy in South Carolina classrooms
by reading to students and donating books as part of Cocky’s Reading Express.
these children have ever owned.”
Cocky’s Reading Express began

in fall 2005 and has given college
students a chance to visit elementary

classrooms bearing books to read
with and give to students. Claire
DeLoach , the program’s director,
s a id e le me nt a r y s t ude nt s c a n
participate in the program with just
one condition.
“We make the kids promise to
Cocky they’ll keep reading because
it’s so important,” DeLoach said.
“Literacy is a problem in our state.”
DeLoach said around five students
visit an elementary school a few
times a month. Over Winter Break,
a larger group will visit multiple
schools in just a few days.
Hinrichs said the program relies
on grants — like t he one f rom
Verizon — to keep running. No
staff members or students are paid
to work on the program, and its
entire budget typically comes from
donations or grants.
That’s one of the reasons the
Verizon Foundation decided to make
the donation, Afton Ellison, a grant
administrator with the company,
said.
Reading ● 4

Cocky scores

First-year
advertising
student

See page 5
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The women’s soccer team takes on Western Carolina’s Catamounts.

Day in the Life of the
women’s soccer team
NCAA Sweet 16
athletes are a team
both on, off field
Sarah Peterman
STAFF WRITER

Carolina/Clemson
Blood Drive
Help fuel the competition
between USC and Clemson
by p a r ti c i p ati n g i n th e
Carolina/Clemson Annual
Blood Drive! See Page 4 for
times and locations.
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Cocky unveiled his “Score with Recycling” T-shirt to promote the Colonial Life
Arena’s recycling program Tuesday afternoon. The Colonial Life Arena received
a grant funded by DHEC and the City of Columbia to help make the arena more
environmentally friendly. The grant money will go toward placing recycling
containers around the arena as well as areas to collect plastic, aluminum,
clear glass and paper. “Not only does this initiative serve to educate the halfa-million visitors that come through the arena each year, but it will also serve
as an example for others throughout the state to follow,” USC Director of
Sustainability Michael Koman said in a press release.

W h ile USC may be
known as a football school,
t he women’s soccer team
has recently moved into the
limelight with the team’s
advancement into the NCAA
Sweet 16.
According to team
members, they work hard
to stay in shape and play the
best they can to bring home
victories for the Gamecocks.
The team pract ices fou r
days a week for two hours,

and plays two games every
weekend during the season.
T he women a l so at tend
team weightlifting sessions,
and the team reviews and
critiques video from previous
games.
“Even when we’re not
at practice, we’re together
doing things,” said defender
Samant ha Diaz-Matosas ,
a fourth-year psycholog y
student.
The team plays just more
than 20 games each season,
and their ritual before each
game is about the same.
“We try to get relaxed and
get focused,” said forward
Brooke Jacobs, a third-year
spor t and entertainment
ma nagement st udent . “I
Soccer ● 4
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CALENDAR

LOCAL & WORLD NEWS

What: CarolinaClemson Blood Drive
When: 10 a.m. — 7
p.m.
Where: Russell
House Ballroom

Politicians mull Sanford’s fate

What: Hip Hop
Wednesday
When: 11 a.m. — 2
p.m.
Where: RH Patio
What: Student Action
with Farmworkers
internship interest
meeting
When: 3:30 p.m.
Where: RH 305
What: NAACP
When: 5 p.m.
Where: RH 305
What: Student Senate Meeting
When: 5:30 p.m.
Where: Senate
Chambers
What: College Democrats Meeting
When: 7 p.m.
Where: RH 405
What: SALA Meeting
When: 7:30 p.m.
Where: South Quad
Lounge
What: Herman
Boone
When: 8 p.m.
Where: RH Theater

SPORTS
SCHEDULE
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Thursday
vs. Clemson
Littlejohn Coliseum
7 p.m.
BASKETBALL
Thursday
vs. La Salle
Charleston Classic
9:30 p.m.
WOMEN’S SOCCER
Wake Forest
Stone Stadium
7 p.m.
SWIM AND DIVE
Gamecock Invitational
Thursday-Saturday
10:00 a.m.
Carolina Natatorium
VOLLEYBALL
Kentucky
Friday
7 p.m.
Lexington, Ky.

PIC OF THE DAY

South Carolina lawmakers took positions on either
side of the first formal move to impeach Gov. Mark
Sanford on Tuesday, a day before the release of a pivotal
decision into the embattled Repulican’s travel practices.
Four Republican legislators sponsored a measure that
calls for Sanford’s impeachment solely based on his fiveday trip to see his Argentine mistress in June.
They said his absence, failure to appoint someone
to run the state while he was away, and leading staff to
believe he was hiking the Appalachian Trail resulted in
dereliction of duty and brought “extreme dishonor and
shame” on the state.
A top state Republican said heftier allegations would be
needed for an impeachment move against the two-term
governor, but proponents said they believed Sanford’s
summertime trip alone amounted to serious misconduct.
“I don’t need any more than that,” said state Rep. Greg
Delleney, the Chester Republican who authored the
measure and who for months has called for the governor
to step down.
Ben Fox, the governor’s spokesman, declined to
comment on the measure, which was fi led on the fi rst
day bills could be introduced for consideration when the
Legislature reconvenes in January.

Chad Simmons / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Executive Chef Jules Pernell reveals the uses of the Burgendy Truffles and the
difference between regular and dessert truffles as part of International Culture Week.

Teen claims freedom violated
MOUNT LAUREL, N.J. — A New Jersey high
school student claims in a federal lawsuit that school
administrators violated her First Amendment freespeech and religious-freedom rights when they said she
couldn’t participate in a day of silent protest against
abortion.
The girl, identified in court papers as C.H., says she
asked the Bridgeton High School principal last month
for permission to join in the Pro Life Day of Silent
Solidarity, a worldwide protest organized each year by
Stand True, a ministry in Troy, Ohio. But the principal
said no, telling her she couldn’t do anything “religious,”
according to her lawsuit.
The lawsuit was filed Friday in U.S. District Court
in Camden by a lawyer hired by the Alliance Defense
Fund, a Scottsdale, Ariz.-based legal group that takes
on religious freedom cases on behalf of Christians.

Obama, Hu vow cooperation
BEIJING — President Barack Obama and Chinese
President Hu Jintao promised a determined, joint effort
to tackle climate change, nuclear disarmament and other
global troubles yet emerged from their first full-blown
summit Tuesday with scant progress beyond goodwill.
After two hours of talks and a separate meeting over
dinner the night before, the presidents spoke of moving
beyond the divisiveness over human rights, trade and
military tensions that have bedeviled relations in past
decades.
“The major challenges of the 21st century, from
climate change to nuclear proliferation to economic
recovery, are challenges that touch both our nations, and
challenges that neither of our nations can solve by acting
alone,” Obama said, standing with the Chinese leader in
the Great Hall of the People.
Hu, who heads a collective leadership that often has
preferred to go it alone internationally, said: “There
are growing global challenges, and countries in today’s
world have become more and more interdependent.”

Keeping
your mind
off class for

100
years
dailygamecock.com

WEIRD HEADLINES
‘Unfriend’ Is Word of the Year
Fla. police seek alleged bad
NEW YORK — What word sums up breath bank robber
2009? How about “unfriend”?
TAMARAC, Fla. — Authorities
T h at ’s t he New O x ford A mer ic a n
Dictionary’s 2009 Word of the Year. It
means to remove someone as a friend
on a social networking Web site such as
Facebook.

‘Blair Witch’ thieves prompt
new signs in Md. town
BURKITTSVILLE, Md. — The
small Maryland town where “The Blair
Witch Project” was set has some new
welcome signs. Please don’t steal them.
The new signs have little resemblance to
the older-style black-and-white signs with
cursive script shown briefly in the hit 1999
horror fi lm. Souvenir seekers repeatedly
stole those.
The new sign is blue with white letters
and red stars. It notes that the town of
fewer than 200 people was established in
1824 and is listed on the National Register
of Historic Places.

in Florida are searching for an alleged
bank robber with “notably bad breath”
who a sked a tel ler to f i l l a n ora nge
Halloween bag with cash. The Broward
County sheriff’s office says the man wore
sunglasses when he held up the TD Bank
bra nch i n Sout h Flor ida on Monday
morning.

Tu r k e y o n N J Tu r n p i k e
causes havoc, evades capture
TRENTON, N.J. — Authorities
have stopped tr ying to capt ure a wild
turkey that calls Interchange 14B on the
New Jersey Turnpike home. The bird has
been causing havoc for toll collectors and
motorists as it runs across toll booths,
plays in traffic, and sits atop toll collectors’
parked cars.

TODAY IN HISTORY
1883
At exactly noon, American and Canadian railroads begin using four continental time zones to
end the confusion of dealing with thousands of local times. The bold move was emblematic of
the power shared by the railroad companies.

1916
Douglas Haig, commander of the British Expeditionary Force in World War I, calls off the Battle
of the Somme in France after nearly five months of mass slaughter.

1863
President Abraham Lincoln boards a train for Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, to deliver a short
speech at the dedication for the cemetery of soldiers killed during the battle there on July 1 to
3, 1863. The address he gave became perhaps the most famous speech in American history.

1978
People’s Temple leader Jim Jones leads hundreds of his followers in a mass murder-suicide
at their agricultural commune in remote northwestern Guyana. The few cult members who
refused to take the cyanide-laced fruit-flavored concoction were either forced to do so at
gunpoint or shot as they fled. The final death toll was 913, including 276 children.

1991
Shiite Muslim kidnappers in Lebanon free Anglican Church envoy Terry Waite after more than
four years of captivity. Waite, looking thinner and his hair grayer, was freed along with American
educator Thomas M. Sutherland after intense negotiations by the United Nations.

1996
Tony Silva, a world-renowned expert and outspoken protector of exotic birds, is sentenced to
seven years in prison without parole for leading an illegal parrot smuggling operation.

8
— The Associated Press

H1N1 UPDATE
Student Health Services will offer a clinic to distribute the live, attenuated
intranasal H1N1 flu vaccine today from noon to 5 p.m. on the main level of the
Thomson Student Health Center. These vaccines will only be available to faculty,
staff and students with their CarolinaCard. There is no charge for the vaccine.
In accordance with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention guidelines, the
intranasal vaccine will be made available to healthy faculty, staff and students under
the age of 49 as long as they:
• are in good health
• are not pregnant
• are not living with or caring for children six months or younger
• are not caring for someone with a chronic health condition or compromised immunity
• do not have chronic health conditions
• do not have a weakened immune system
The injectable vaccine will not be available.
The current supply of the H1N1 flu vaccine is limited, and this clinic is one of
many that SHS will offer as additional vaccines are made available.
Visit www.sc.edu/flu for updates on future clinics and information on how to
prevent the flu.

HERMAN

BOONE
TONIGHT!
RUSSELL

HOUSE
BALLROOM
8:00PM
FREE FOR STUDENTS,
FACULTY AND STAFF
WITH CAROLINA CARD

The legendary coach
and inspiration for

Remember the Titans

this week's movies in the
russell house theater:
November 19-22

6pm

9pm
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Soccer ● Continued from 1
listen to music and think
about the game and what I
need to do.”
The soccer players aren’t
only responsible for knowing
their position and staying in
great shape, but keeping up
with their academics, as well.
While they work together
as a unit, the team comprises
of 36 girls from all over the
nation.
“ We’re a ver y d iver se
team,” Diaz-Matosas said.

“We’re dynamic on and off
the field.”
Even though the players
are all very different, team
members say t hey are
teammates before anything
else.
“I love being on the team
with such great girls,” Jacobs
said.
A love for soccer unites
them all.
“I don’t know what I’d do
without soccer in my life,”
Jacobs said. “It’s something
I know I can go out and play

and have no worries.”
Jacobs said the fans play
and important roll in the
team’s success.
“Even though we go to
a big football school, we
still get great fan support,”
Jacobs said. “The fans who
are up and cheering get us
motivated to go out there
and play.”
Fan support is especially
important to the team now
as they approach each game
in the NCAA tournament.
“When there’s a lot of fans,
you know you’re playing not
just for the team, but for
them too,” said goalkeeper
Mollie Patton, a fourth-year
pharmacy student. “It’s great
to k now that there are so
many people behind you
who are cheering for you.”
T he tea m f ace s Wa ke
Forest Friday at 7 p.m. at
Stone Stadium.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

Reading ● Continued from
1

Green ● Continued from 1

“ L it er ac y i s one of
our big focuses with our
grants, and we see this
p r og r a m a s a w a y t o
take reading to children
who don’t get it now,”
she said. “It’s just a great
initiative.”
T h e m o n e y w o n’t
just go into more
b o ok s , D e L o a c h a nd
Hinrich said. Some of
it will be used to assess
ef fect iveness in t he
program.
“We want to go back
i nto t he same schools
we’ve already visited and
ask the k ids, ‘A re y’all
read i ng you r book s,’”
DeLoach said. “We want
to see the results of what
we’re doing.”

both the local population
and the environment.
Eco-fair trade is
Christopher Aluah’s plan
for creating sustainable
development in Ghana.
“Our goal is for healthy
people and healt hy
development,” A luah, a
publ ic hea lt h m a ster ’s
student, said.
Through the “Peanut
Project,” farmers are able
to get a fair trade price
for t hei r c rop s, wh ich
strengthens the economy
and allows more yout h
to receive educ at ion.
According to Aluah, since
the farmers are earning
a fair wage, there is less
pressure to overhar vest
the land, which
c au s e s e n v i r o n m e nt a l
degradation.
“We want to prov ide
the framework for
communities to organize

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.
sc.edu

themselves into a farmersb a s e d o r g a n i z a t i o n ,”
Aluah said.
Ju st a s s u st a i nable
energy is a difficult issue
in the U.S., South Korea
also faces challenges with
high levels of emissions
and a lack of alternative
energy options.
While the challenge of
creating sustainability in
a developing nation was
clear, each of the students
a lso of fered c reat ive
solutions.
“I like knowing
s p e c i f ic s t r at eg ie s f or
sustainability and global
i m p r o v e m e n t ,” s a i d
Brooke McAbee, a secondyear English student. “I
like the interaction and all
of the different ideas.”

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.
sc.edu

CAROLINA/CLEMSON BLOOD DRIVE

DONATIONS FOR THE CAROLINA/CLEMSON BLOOD DRIVE
CAN BE MADE UNTIL FRIDAY AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:
10 a.m. — 7 p.m. Russell House Ballroom
10 a.m. — 2:30 p.m. Greene Street bloodmobile
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
11 a.m. — 4 p.m. outside of the BA
FRIDAY
10 a.m. — 4 p.m. bloodmobile outside the Colonial Life Arena
No appointments are needed. Donors must be at least 17 years old, weigh at least
110 pounds, be in generally good health and provide identification. All blood donors
will receive a long-sleeve T-shirt and free food.
Carolina beat Clemson by 700 donors last year. This year’s winner will be announced
at the Carolina/Clemson football game Nov. 28.
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‘2012’ brings
overblown
world myths
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Come 2013, world will
still turn; hype over
Earth’s end ridiculous

Copy Desk Chief
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Stereotyping homeless
smacks of ignorance
As an assignment for an English 101 course, one professor
had students write their thoughts on homelessness — and the
responses are an embarrassment to USC.
When students privileged to attend a state university throw
their views of those who struggle into the gutter, it’s easy to see
the line between book smart and genuinely intelligent.
Along with sex, politics and religion, the subject of the
homeless has become an area of
These people are taboo, with people split between
sympathies and disdain towards
simply victims those who find themselves living
in homeless shelters or under
of a cycle that bridges.
Though homeless rates have
declined,
all around the country
leaves them with
— and explicitly in Columbia —
the ongoing economic crisis has
few options.
left people in difficult fi nancial
situations. One would think
that a dose of reality would make people at least somewhat
more considerate to lifestyles and circumstances they don’t
understand themselves.
The truth is that throwing the views of the homeless under
an umbrella is ignorant at best. Yes, there some of these people
may deserve to find themselves where they are now by decisions
they’ve made. Howeverit is a gross generalization to think that
every person scraping to get by at the food shelter or on the
corner of Greene and Harden streets got there because they
didn’t try.
As educated people, we should know better than to make
harsh generalizations before understanding the issue at hand.
Plenty of people are born into their circumstances, find
themselves there when things beyond their control take toll on
their lives — mental and physical handicaps, the loss of a job
or family, a disaster, an economic crisis that can turn even the
educated and experienced out to the streets.
The truth is, sometimes life just happens.
As we sit in our heated classrooms with our soy lattes,
freaking out about if we are going to get an internship this
summer or job after graduation in May, we should think about
these people who simply are victims of a cycle that leaves them
with few options to better their circumstances, whether by fault
of their own or not.

OPINION GRAB BAG
Columnists weigh in on if space exploration,
research has faded out in US
“I don’t think taxpayers should be
forced to pay billions to send a large
refrigerator into space. Allow private
companies to do space exploration;
they already provide satellites.”
— Will Potter
“Space exploration is, in theory,
interesting, but the fact is that once
we land astronauts on Mars there
won’t be any planet close enough to
go to. Without significant technology
i nc reases, requ i r i ng sig n if ica nt
increases in taxpayer dollars, we
won’t have the speed to reach farther
planets. Plus, we don’t need a moon
base, that’s ridiculous. But a Death
Star would be cool.”
— Ryan Quinn
“Space exploration has definitely
faded out. Surprisingly the Atlantis
just went into space, which is the first
time in a while where I have heard of a
shuttle going into space. I think space
exploration is important, but there
is nothing significantly cool enough
to discover right now worth our tax
dollars.”
— Marilynn Joyner

“A lthough I do not think space
exploration is an imminent need with
our current economic situation, I
do think it is something that should
continue due to the fact that we know
very little about space.”
— Pari Fakhrzadeh
“I think research and exploration
in space is very important for the
country, but I think its hard to justify
the costs in these tough economic
times.”
— Jeremy Aaron
“I t hink space explorat ion has
faded out, but in a couple hundred
years there won’t be enough room for
humans to live on earth. What they
need to research is how to build a
colony in space. Or we could all grow
gills.”
— Bryan Wendland

Professors should go easy with course load
With holidays coming up,
instructors could reduce
pressure to give students rest
It’s getting to that time of year when students
experience the cruel combination of excitement
for the upcoming holidays and the crushing
stress of a full workload.
Thanksgiving is a week away but the word
“vacation” must not be one recognized by the
majority of USC faculty – well, maybe it is, but
only if the context pertains to them.
As for the students, we are the ones who suffer
under the hands that wield red pen. It’s been
a common complaint for years that teachers
don’t seem to realize that we have obligations
and classes outside of theirs, yet what changes
have been made to remedy this school workload
problem? There are still projects and reports for
each class and almost every one of them has been
scheduled to be completed during this fateful
week prior to Thanksgiving. Every year since I

have attended this school, it never fails that come
Turkey Day I will be more consumed by school
work than family time or pumpkin pie.
If you’re lucky, a professor will
take pity on your haggard class and
lighten your academic burden by
extending a deadline or removing
an “unnecessary” exam in order
to give more time for students to
complete their assignments with
ease. These professors are saints.
Mandi
However, more often than not, the
Sordelet
Fourth-year
plea for an extension will only earn
public relations
you a lecture on time management.
student
And yes, as students training for
the real world, time management
should be a skill that we constantly hone, no
matter the difficulties of cramming a 30-hour
workload into a 24-hour day. But sometimes
that’s just not possible, especially given this time
of year. With holidays fast approaching, students
are working overtime to afford gifts and/or
rent, registration for next semester’s classes,
planning to study abroad, preparing for finals and

About The Daily Gamecock

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
Viewpoints page is to stimulate
discussion in the University of South
Ca r o l i n a c o m m u n i t y. A ll p u b l i s h e d
authors are expected to provide logical
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers three
methods of expression: letters to the
editor, guest columns and feedback on
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words
in length and include the author’s name,

year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
c o l u m n s . C o l u m n i s t s s h o u l d ke e p
submissions to about 50 0 words in
length and include the author’s name and
position. Guest columns are limited to
three per author per semester.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Daily Gamecock and must
conform to the legal standards of USC
Student Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in The Daily Gamecock, we want to know about it.
E-mail the editor-in-chief at sagcked@mailbox.sc.edu

making plans for living outside the dorms during
winter break. Now does not seem to be the most
feasible time to require presentations and reports
expecting to be delivered to perfection.
The most obvious solution that I could find for
this dilemma was to move the due dates of these
projects. Honestly, the most convenient time
for all parties involved would be to change the
deadlines to the last week of October or first week
of November. This time period is a safe distance
away from midterms and doesn’t interfere with
our welcomed holiday vacation. After all, it’s not
really a vacation if you spend it grading papers or
stressing about a nine page report.
So help us out a little bit, professors, and lighten
our Thanksgiving workload. I’m sure there is
room in the syllabus to space out these projects.
And if it’s too late for switching deadlines, then
my only advice to students is to take it in stride.
Yes, it sucks to work over the holidays but don’t
let it turn you into a scrooge. If you get the work
done now, the only thing weighing you down
next week will be your family’s Thanksgiving
meal. Happy Holidays!

For all of time people have
wondered when a nd how
we will meet the fate of the
dinosaurs: dead, extinct and
nothing but a pile of old fossils
in the ground. For some it will
be by God’s wrath punishing
the Earth, for others just a
scientific inevitability. And
as this mythical date of 2012,
the grandest prediction of
apocalypse of them all, inches
closer there is no escaping
the truth: The human race is
going insane.
Hol ly wood
h a s r e le a s e d
a couple films
including the
most recent
“2012” a nd
“ K n o w i n g ,”
a n d
t h e
Jeremy
Discovery
Aaron
First-year
Channel group
advertising
has release an
student
i n nu m e r ab le
amount of
programs telling us how it
could happen, or when and
what w il l happen to t h is
incredible civilization that
we’ve managed to build in the
last couple thousand years.
This is all great knowing, but
do we really need all of this?
There are a lot of straight
up stupid people in this world,
and this hype over the 2012
prediction is going to exploit
all of them.
What’s worse is that people
are actually fearful, which
is feeding the media frenzy
over what’s supposedly going
to happen in three years, one
month and three days. But you
know what I’m going to do on
Dec. 21, 2012 unlike the rest
of these loons? Wake up and
wonder what the heck is in that
box with my name on it under
my Christmas tree. I don’t
care what the Mayans, the
Torah, or Roland Emmerich
(the director of 2012) tells me;
the world isn’t coming to an
end in 2012.
But what if all the sane
people in the world and I are
actually wrong, and I never
live to see 22? Oh well, sorry
g u y s. But I ’m not goi ng
to worry about it anyway. I
can’t stop a massive solar flare
from frying the face of the
earth into a black crisp, and I
certainly can’t stop a 50-milewide asteroid from punching
a hole all the way to China, so
why worry about it?
2012 is going to be a good
year, I can feel it. Kanye will
still be stealing the spotlight
from those that deserve it,
Obama’s first term in office
will be finished, and I bet you
the football team will even lead
us to a fantastic season ending
in a win at a bowl game. But
you know what’s the best part
about 2012? It’ll be bringing
in 2013 with me singing “Auld
Lang Syne” with my friends.
See you on the other side.
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“Thanksgiving, after all, is a word of action.”
— W.J. Cameron
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‘A Christmas Carol’ lacks holiday joy
Adaptation forsakes emotions
for technology, spectacle
Jimmy Gilmore
STAFF WRITER

A Christmas Carol
NOW IN THEATERS
★ ★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩

Director: Robert Zemeckis
Starring: Jim Carrey, Gary
Oldman, Colin Firth
Run Time: 96 minutes
Rating: PG
Disney has filmed Charles Dickens’ classic
novella “A Christmas Carol” three times —
once as a Mickey Mouse vehicle, again with
the Muppets, and now in 3-D motion capture
animation.
Director of “Forrest Gump”, Robert
Zemeckis is one of the few directors trying
to make a legitimate plea for both motion
capture animation and new 3-D technologies,
even if his case rests on the visually stunning,
yet absolutely hollow films “The Polar
Express” and “Beowulf.”
His adaptation of “A Christmas Carol” is
so straightforward and obvious that its small
96-minute runtime feels boring and over
done. Taking such a familiar and traditional
story seems to make Zemeckis feel like he
can completely disregard the need to fill his
version with any emotion and spontaneity.

The result is visually breathtak ing and
artificially interesting, but lacks the joy of the
most routine rendition of “Jingle Bells.”
Jim Carrey steps into the role of London
grinch Ebenezer Scrooge, also lending his
voice to the ghosts of Christmas Past, Present
and Yet to Come. His performances run the
gamut of variety and creativity as Carrey tries
to twist and exaggerate his voice.
As much oddball eccentricity as he tries to
interject into the film, Carrey fails to accent
Scrooge’s dramatic emotional arc. Though
the motion capture does a suitable job of
mimicking his manical facial expressions,
the animation prevents Carrey from fully
engaging with Scrooge’s spiritual crisis.
At any given moment, it always feels like
Carrey is trying to “play” old. Perhaps the
totality of the animation process prevents him
from doing more than throwing on accents
and playing with voices.
The motion capture animation, especially
when combined with the 3-D technology,
g ives director Zemeck is seem i ngly
unprecedented control over the frame.
Cinematographer Robert Presley finds ways
to swerve and dash around London buildings,
t wist around pedestrians, and push the
foreground to the extreme.
Intricate detail is placed on crafting these
environments, especially the more fantastic
journeys the Spirits of Christmas take
Scrooge on. To the film’s extreme detriment,
there is an overwhelming burden placed on
adventure and spectacle.
Zemeckis seems too often bound up in
trying to present the full possibilities of his
technology. He’s in love with creating both
photorealistic and highly stylized images, but
this fascination seems to displace the interior

Thanksgiving on the Cheap

Courtesy of Disney

In the Robert Zemeckis-directed “A Christmas Carol,” comedic actor Jim Carrey takes on
numerous roles including the curmudgeonly Scrooge and the ghosts who haunt him.
struggle for redemption so crucial to Dickens’
fable.
Alan Silvestri’s score intersperses bars
of t radit ional joyous Christ mas songs
t hroughout t he f ilm, but t h is version
thankfully highlights the darker implications
of Dickens’ story by emphasizing creepy
ghost s and dread. Yet, t here is also a
hollowness to this film that relies so heavily
on its technology. Its themes and emotions
are as dead as the skin tone and eyes of the
background characters.
For every moment of staggering animation,
there is another that more closely resembles

•

MIX EDITOR
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Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu

Perfect M ash ed Pot atoes

Quick holiday recipes to bring the cheer
of home to your dorm room
Colin Jones

a run-of-the-mill video game. This version
of “A Christmas Carol” leaves no lasting
impression and acts as a serviceable but
completely unmemorable adaptation. It feels
less like it’s trying to honor its source material
than it feels like a filmmaker clamoring for an
excuse to further his technology, aimlessly
jumping from plot point to plot point and
trying to win admiration while forgetting to
win affection.

•
•
•
•
•
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pot ato es, pee led
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1/2 teaspoon salt
4 t ablespoons
heavy cream
2 t ablespoons
butter
1 tablespoon milk
Salt and pepper
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toes will
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desire. (Do not
get gluey.) Salt and pepper to taste.
-Via simplyrecipes.com

W hit e Ch ocol at e Pa rty Mix
• 5 cups Cheerios
• 5 cups Corn Chex
• 10 ou nces bag mi ni• 2 cups salted pean pretzels
ut
• 1 pound bag M&M s
’s
• 24 ou nces wh ite ch
ocolate
• 3 tablespoons vege
table oil
M ix fi rst five ing redien
ts. Pour onto wa x pape
sheet.
r-l ined large cook ie
Melt chocolate and oil
Pour over mi xtu re an in microwavable bowl at 50 percent power.
d toss to coat. Let cool
and brea k into pieces.
-Via Amanda Davis
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Ohio rockers return

Cheap ● Continued from 5

Wolf Stone

it, and then all of a sudden I started
thinking, I could think of about 50 bands
I would love to go hear them play their
fi rst album,” Mothersbaugh said.
Here a re some h igh l ight s of ou r
conversation:

Devo plans to release its f irst new
studio album in 20 years in 2010, but the
band that’s touring now is rooted fi rmly
in the late ‘70s and early ‘80s.
Four original members, plus a younger
drummer, Josh Freese, are revisiting
their two most noteworthy albums, both
just re-released by Warner Brothers.
First is the taut, guitar-driven debut, “Q:
Are We Not Men? A: We Are Devo!”
perhaps best k now n for t he herk yjerk y cover of the Rolling Stones’ “(I
Can’t Get No) Satisfaction.” Then, the
philosophy-minded new wavers exchange
their yellow jumpsuits for red Energy
Domes to perform their synth-happy
commercial breakthrough, “Freedom
of Choice,” which spawned the band’s
signature hit, “Whip It.”
Singer/songwriter/keyboardist Mark
Mothersbaugh , a prolif ic soundtrack
composer with works including “Cloudy
With a Chance of Meatballs,” “Rugrats,”
most of Wes Anderson’s films, said he
wasn’t keen on the idea of performing
entire albums until the band re-created
“Are We Not Men?” at an All Tomorrow’s
Parties concert in London in May.
“I just totally wasn’t convinced when
we rehearsed it, and t hen we played

The show’s format: “It’s short and
sweet. We show some films first, from
the day. And then come out and play the
album starting on Side 1, Track 1, and
play Side 1 of the record, immediately
fl ip it over and play Side 2 without any
interruptions. We do an encore with
a couple of later songs just to kind of
help ease the pain of albums (being) 35
minutes, 40 minutes long.”
On trying to stay true to the original
recordings: “I’m trying to get back into
that kind of eunuchy, chipmunky sound I
used to have. My voice is lower now just
in general. Puberty fi nally set in.”
On whether he thinks “Are We Not
Men?” and “Freedom of Choice” are
Devo’s best t wo albums: “’Devo: EZ
Listening Muzak’ is my favorite album.”
Whether “Freedom of Choice” was a
conscious pop move: “We thought we
were doing Devo’s version of an R&B
record. We liked st uff like the Ohio
Players and wanted to get a little bit of
that into our sound. ... I mean, you know,
how R&B is Devo going to sound?”
W hether the band knew “W hip It”
would be a big hit: “No, we thought ‘Girl
U Want’ was a hit. We thought that was
a great song.”

Devo plans to record
first album in twenty years
MCT Campus

Courtesy of Food Network

While students may not be able to make it home for the holidays, they can still enjoy the
comforts of Thanksgiving, including turkey with stuffing and assorted vegetables.
But for those who want to know how to cook a mouth-watering turkey, here’s
the lowdown:

Turkey with Stuffing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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1 (10- to 12-pound) turkey, with giblets removed
1 quart chicken broth
2 ounces dried mushrooms
1 cup chopped onion
1 cup chopped celery
1 cup chopped green pepper
1 tablespoon vegetable oil, plus extra for rubbing on turkey
1 tablespoon kosher salt, plus extra for seasoning turkey
3 cups Challah bread, cut into 1/2-inch cubes (from approximately 4 to 5
slices)
4 ounces unsweetened dried cherries, approximately 1 cup
2 ounces chopped pecans, approximately 1/2 cup
2 whole eggs, beaten
2 teaspoons dried rubbed sage
2 teaspoons dried parsley
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper, plus extra for seasoning chicken
Special equipment: One reusable organic cotton produce bag*

Directions:
*Cook’s note: The bag is optional. Once the stuffing is made, you can place the stuffing into
the bag and then place the bag into the cavity of the turkey.
Preheat the oven to 400 degrees F.
Place the turkey into a deep bowl on its end with the stuffing end up. Set aside.
Heat the chicken broth in the microwave in a large microwave-proof container. Place
mushrooms in a glass bowl and pour heated broth over them. Cover and allow to sit for 35
minutes.
In a large mixing bowl toss the onion, celery, and green pepper with the oil and salt. Place
the vegetables on a sheet pan and roast for 35 minutes. During the last 10 minutes of cooking,
spread the cubed bread over the vegetables, return to the oven, and continue cooking.
Drain mushrooms, reserving one cup of liquid. Chop the mushrooms and place in a large
microwave-proof bowl with the vegetables and bread, reserved chicken stock, cherries, pecans,
eggs, sage, parsley and black pepper. Stir well in order to break up pieces of bread. Use your
hands to combine, if necessary. Heat the stuffing in a microwave on high power for six minutes.
While the stuffing is heating, rub the bird with oil. Working quickly, place the stuffing into
the cavity of the turkey to
avoid losing heat. Place the
turkey into a roasting pan,
on a rack, and season with
salt and pepper. Place the
roasting pan on the middle
rack of the oven. Roast for 45
minutes and then reduce the
heat to 350 degrees F and cook
for another 60 to 75 minutes
or until the bird reaches an
internal temperature of 170
degrees F. Serve immediately.

Stressed
about
exams?

While taking a break - come learn about the Living and Learning
Communities available for Fall 2010

Exam Stress Buster
at the Top of Carolina
in Capstone
December 2 from 6:30 to 8:00

:LQ)LUVW&KRLFH+RXVLQJIRU\RX
DQG\RXUURRPPDWHV
:LQSUL]HV
)UHH&KDLU0DVVDJHV
%UDLQ)RRG

-Via Foodnetwork.com

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu
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buy 2, get 1 free gift certificates
(either in store or via email)

Go Gamecocks!
Come indulge in a
stress-reduction massage
or facial.
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Designing Sustainable Communities for Living and Learning
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Inside the Box ● By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

The Scene
USC

IT MIGHT GET LOUD
3, 6 & 8 p.m., $6.50
Nickelodeon
Theatre, 937 Main
St.

The Whiteboard ● By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock

TODAY
RADIUM GIRLS
8 p.m., $14 faculty and staff/ $10 students
Longstreet Theatre

PhD ● By Jorge Chan

USC CAMPUS ORCHESTRA CONCERT
7:30 p.m., free
School of Music Recital Hall
FLIGHT
8 p.m., $10
Hamilton Gymnasium, corner of Pendleton
and Pickens streets

TOMORROW
HAWTHORNE HEIGHTS, JUST SURRENDER,
PUNCHLINE, MONTY ARE I
6 p.m., $10 advance/ $15 day of show
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.
JONATHAN CLAY
7 p.m., free
The White Mule, 1530 Main St.
“MOON OVER BUFFALO”
8 p.m., $16
Town Theatre, 1012 Sumter St.

HOROSCOPES

11/18/09

1234567890-=
A R I E S A lt hou g h
you’re clear on what you
want, others may not be.
Sugge st a n a lter nat ive
itinerary.
TAURUS Today you
get a chance to reveal new
levels of feeling. Personal
healing allows you to show
love more easily.
GEM INI

Plan
your day around physical
activity. That way you keep
your emotions in balance,
and new ways of seeing
things naturally emerge.

C ANCER Expand
your vision to include home
and social responsibilities.
Dress in the morning with
your evening in mind.
LEO You feel like you

could climb a mountain
today. Bet ter to sat isf y
immediate needs within
your household.

VIRGO

Keep your
thoughts to yourself. You
still need to cook them
before t hey’re ready to
serve.

LIBRA A new healing
methodology grabs your
attention. Try it out, then
decide if it’s for you.
S C O R P I O
Roma nce is usually a
private thing. Today take
you r love publ ic, but
remember t he manners
your mother taught you.

SAGIT TARIUS
Work on a research or
w rit ing project. W h ile

you’re at it, add opinions
about what cou ld have
improved the outcome.

C A PR ICOR N
You have new ideas about
ho w t o a l lo c at e c a s h .
Spend only if you must.
Otherwise, save for later
in the month, when you’ll
need extra.

AQUA RIUS
A part ner prov ides
ever y thing you need to
move ahead. Make hay
early in the day. Dreamy
moment s o c c up y you r
evening.

PISCES Talent plus
energ y equa ls success.
Apply bot h to a task
that you might not have
assigned yourself.

11/18/09

Solution from 11/17/09

ACROSS
1 Closes in anger, as
a door
6 Cause damage to
10 Cover for a pillow
14 Psychic’s card
15 Belle man
16 Watering aid
17 Beatles footwear
19 Ancient Andean
20 In a dishonorable
way
21 Japanese electronics
giant
22 Pinot __
23 Country meadow
25 Spanish wine punch
27 Seasoned pros
32 The “T” in some
fraternity initials
33 503, in old Rome
34 Casa kitchen crock
36 Half a ’60s pop
group
40 Like the divingboard
end
41 WWII noncombat
females
43 Sitar music
44 Seaweedwrapped
Japanese fare 46
Analogy phrase
47 Contest with pistols
48 Put into service
50 Sledding spot
52 Word game involving
a stick ﬁgure
56 “No way, laddie!”
57 Highly excited
58 Edge of a hoop
60 Double-checks the
math
65 Copenhagen native
66 Stockinglike workout
wear
68 At any time
69 Apex
70 Words after have or
save
71 Stage constructions
72 Sampras of tennis

73 Burial places
DOWN
1 Wild guess
2 Superboy’s girlfriend
Lang
3 Boats like Noah’s
4 Beauty mark
5 “A Streetcar Named
Desire” woman
6 “Real Time With
Bill Maher” network
7 Really long time
8 Interest percentages
9 Oman’s capital
10 Goalie’s protective
pair
11 “Objection, Your
__!”
12 Computer text code
13 Anne of “Archie
Bunker’s Place”
18 “See ya later”
24 Stevenson who lost
twice to Eisenhower
26 “Apocalypse Now”
setting, brieﬂy
27 Bettor’s concern
28 Stead
29 Fizzles out

Solution for 11/17/09

30 Pants with a low
waistline
31 Cut dramatically
35 Join the cast of
37 Hawaiian island
38 Got on in years
39 Bargain hunter’s
delight
42 Sporty Toyota Camry
45 Sufﬁx with
intellectual
49 Winter hat feature
51 Eye lasciviously
52 Mythological

underworld
53 Tequila plant
54 Octet plus one
55 Dad’s brother’s
daughter, to dad
59 Corp. leadership
gp.
61 “I __ busted!”
62 Judge
63 Colorless
64 Retd. Air France
ﬂiers
67 Like early morning
hours
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Classic will
test USC’s
team depth

Where are
they now

Tourney will tell
about basketball’s
new additions

Terry Cousin

The USC basketball team
w ill play t hree games in
four days in the Charleston
Classic t his weekend,
beginning with Thursday’s
contest against La Salle .
This will be no small task
but should give good insight
into Carolina’s depth.
I n Charleston, t he
Gamecock s k now t hey’ll
be playing
La Salle, and
t hen eit her
D a v id s o n or
South Florida.
In their third
g a m e of t he
t o u r n a m e nt ,
Ed
Carolina
Neuhaus
will face
Third-year
broadcast
e i t h e r Pe n n
journalism
State, M iami
student
, Tu l a n e ,
or UNCWilming ton. Wit h a
chance at facing as many
as t wo major-conference
schools over the weekend,
the Gamecocks can boost
their strength of schedule,
somet hing t hat hurt
C a r ol i n a w he n it c a me
to NC A A tou r na ment
selection time last March.
One of the major
storylines coming out of the
next week and a half will be
how the team can respond
t o a r ig orou s sc he d u le.
After the three tournament
g a me s , t he G a me c o c k s
w i l l he ad home to pl ay
Jacksonville on Nov. 27.
Last year, South Carolina
suffered from a bench that
couldn’t carry the load for
the team when the starters
needed to take a breather.
However, t he G amecock
bench is deeper this
year with the addition of
f reshmen g uards Ramon
G alloway and Sephan
Spinella , ju n ior t ra nsfer
forward Johndre Jefferson
and freshman small forward
Lakeem Jackson, who has
stepped into a starting role.
Through their first two
games, the four newcomers
have averaged a combined
16 points per game, with
G alloway leading t he
w a y w i t h 14 p o i n t s s o
far t h is year . G amecock
coach Da r r i n Hor n wa s
impressed with the effort
from Carolina’s newcomers
this past Monday against
Georgia Southern.
“It was good to see
Lakeem and Ramon play
like I think they can, they
were agg ressive a nd out
there playing and making
st uf f happen. Those are
t h i n g s t h at we h a v e t o
continue to build on, it’s
early and we have a lot of
work to do,” Horn said.
One of the Gamecocks’
problems last year was that
the starting five had to do
most of the work. The six
G a me c o c k s w ho pl a y e d
t he least for Ca rol i na
represented 30.8 percent of
the minutes accumulated
by the team but only 17.8
percent of their points.
This year, through two
games, the bench for the
Gamecocks has played in
42.8 percent of the minutes
for t he team and has
accumulated 30.3 percent
of the team’s points. This
is a better trend than last
yea r a nd hopef u l ly w i l l
prove to indicate the team’s
depth. The stretch of games
over t he next week or so
should help to indicate if the
Gamecock bench can help
carry the load for the team.

Ex-USC defensive back
now working as radio
sideline reporter
Chris Cox

SPORTS EDITOR

Terry Cousin’s career at South
Carolina has come full circle.
A four-year letterwinner for the
Gamecocks from 1993-96, Cousin
left Columbia and ventured on a
12-year career in the NFL — one of
which ended in a Super Bowl berth
with the Carolina Panthers.
But now, Cousin has returned
to his former stamping grounds as
the sideline reporter for Gamecock
Sports Radio — where he provides
analysis on USC football games.
“I never thought I would be but I
always wanted to bring something
back to South Carolina,” Cousin
said. “This school’s done so much
for me.”
The move home hasn’t been a
regret to Cousin, who finds himself
enjoy i ng e ver y m i nute of t he
process.
“It’s been fun. It’s something I
always felt I should be doing,”
Cousin said. “I get the perspective
of the players lives.”
It was a su r prising move for
Cousi n, who af ter play i ng for
seven NFL teams over his career,
somehow found his way back to his
former school.

“You never know how long you’re
going to play. It was four years, then
eight, then 10,” Cousin said. “I’m
like, ‘Man, I played 12 years in the
NFL.’ Obviously I was a damn good
player to play that long.”
After his playing career ended,
Cousin contacted Gamecock Sports
Properties General Manager Liz
McMillan , expressing interest in
the job before receiving a surprising
response.
“[I told McMillan that] if there
was anything in the future that was
open then give me a call,” Cousin
recalled. “I made a follow-up and
she said, ‘Terry, I have something
for you.’”
Now, instead of roaming t he
sidelines as a player, Cousin gets the
halftime perspective of USC coach
Steve Spurrier. But according to
Cousin, the best part of the job is
his relationship with the Gamecock
athletes themselves.
“Just being around them, getting
a chance to help them,” Cousin
said. “I give people a chance to see
who Chris Culliver really is, who
Stephon Gilmore really is.”
Cousin, who rates his favorite
memories as a Gamecock as the
f irst-ever bowl w i n over West
Virginia in ’95 and his pick-six
sen ior yea r ag a i n st A rk a n sa s ,
believes that the future is bright
for Gamecock football despite the
late-season slides.
“We’re there. We’re right there,”

Kara Roache / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Terry Cousin interviews Steve Spurrier at halftime of the FAU game this year.
Cousin said. “One more recruiting
class and one more season, this
season, under our belts and we’ll be
able to beat the juggernauts of the
SEC.”
With several starters returning
to Williams-Brice Stadium next
season, Cousin believes the best is
yet to come for Gamecock faithful
— despite the ‘wait till next year’
continually inhabiting the thoughts

of fans.
“It’s going to be a heck of a year
for those guys,” Cousin said. “The
best is yet to come.”
And if the best is indeed yet to
come, expect Cousin to be enjoying
t he r ide f rom t he sidel i nes of
Williams-Brice Stadium.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

James Kratch

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

1. Florida

5. Arkansas

(NC — defeated USC 24-14)
The Gamecocks came awfully close to taking
a late lead against the No. 1 Gators (10-0, 8-0),
but UF was able to do what they’ve done all year
long — find a way. They’ve got a scrimmage this
weekend against Florida International, and it’s
hard to see them losing to Florida State in the
season finale, so the defending champions should
role in to Atlanta undefeated and still in the top
spot.

(Up 1 — defeated Troy 56-20)
The Trojans aren’t a pushover by any means,
but they had absolutely no answer for the highpowered offense of the Razorbacks (6-4, 2-4).
With stud quarterback Ryan Mallett at the
helm, the Hogs have a shot to win out and grab a
Cotton Bowl berth. It won’t be easy though; Ole
Miss and then a date in Baton Rouge with LSU
for the “Golden Boot” lies ahead.

(Down 2 — lost to Florida 24-14)
Usually a valiant performance like USC (6-5,
3-5) put in against the Gators would mean their
ranking held steady, but too many teams below
the Gamecocks made moves last weekend. That
being said, with the fluidity of the SEC beyond
the Top Three, a big win against Clemson would
send Carolina back up the board.

2. Alabama

6. Tennessee

(No Change — defeated
Mississippi State 31-3)
The Bulldogs had hung with the No. 1 team and
the No. 3 team in the SEC in past weeks. Team
No. 2 didn’t have that fate. The Crimson Tide
(10-0, 7-0) stomped MSU, and like the Gators,
only have a creampuff (Chattanooga) and a rivalry
game (Auburn) standing between them and 12-0.

(Down 2 — lost to Ole Miss 42-17)
The Vols (5-5, 2-4) suffered their first setback
in a while in the Coach O Bowl, but all hope is
not lost on Rocky Top. With only Kentucky and
Vanderbilt left, UT should have no problems
winning out and positioning itself for a good
bowl game -- an accomplishment that may get
Lane Kiffin SEC Coach of the Year honors.

(Up 1 — defeated Vanderbilt 24-13)
A late-game surge kept the Wildcats (6-4, 3-3)
from falling to Vandy, got them bowl-eligible
and put them in a position that, with two upsets
of Georgia and Tennessee in the next two games,
UK could finish second in the SEC East. Likely?
No. Out of the question? Absolutely not.

10. Kentucky

3. LSU

7. Georgia

(No Change — defeated
Louisiana Tech 24-16)
Normally, a near miss against Louisiana Tech
would mean a drop in the polls. Fortunately for
the Tigers (8-2, 4-2) everybody below them lost.
LSU is likely playing for the Capital One Bowl
now, but Ole Miss and Arkansas down the stretch
should keep their focus.

(Up 2 — defeated Auburn 31-24)
This hasn’t been a very enjoyable season for the
Dawgs (6-4, 4-3) but a win over Kentucky this
weekend will put them back in their usual spot
— second place in the East — before a trip to
Atlanta for some good ol’ fashioned hate against
Georgia Tech.

4. Ole Miss

(Down 3 — lost to Georgia 31-24)
The Fighting Chiziks (7-4, 3-4) have really hit
a skid, as they’ve lost four of six games after a 5-0
start. However, the Tigers will still be going to
a bowl game regardless of what happens in their
showdown with Alabama, and that’s a lot more
than most expected coming into the year.

(Up 4 — defeated Tennessee 42-17)
It’s been a rough climb back to the top for the
Rebels (7-3, 3-3), but they’re back. With Saturday’s
42-17 triumph, Ole Miss made a big step towards
regaining some respectability, and maybe a 10-win
season.

9. South Carolina

8. Auburn

11. Mississippi State
(Down 1 — lost to Alabama 31-3)
State (4-6, 2-4) wasn’t able to make the third
upset bid a charm against Alabama, but they
still have a bowl game to play for. It won’t be
easy against Ole Miss and Arkansas, but if Dan
Mullen’s squad can play their best football the
next two weeks, it’s a reachable goal.

12. Vanderbilt
(No Change — lost to Kentucky 24-13)
There’s only so many ways you can breakdown
the rough season that the Commodores (2-9, 0-7)
have endured this fall. However, coach Bobby
Johnson, a Columbia native, has several talented
young ballplayers, so when those guys get some
experience under their belts, the
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
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Place a Classified ad: p 803-777-3888 • f 803-777-6482 • www.dailygamecock.com
Line classified ad rates
First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds

DEADLINE
Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication

Additional Info
Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

Additional options
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

E-mail: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu • Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Announcements

Help Wanted

SAIL FOR CREDIT PEDU 150
Adams26@mailbox.sc.edu

A children’s clothing specialty store is
seeking a savvy, creative computer person PT to assist in receiving new merchandise, data entry, blog entry,facebook and twitter. Approx. 15-18/hrs/wk
M-F daytime hours. Good pay, good
hours, good environment.
Email a resume and letter to
littlelambsandivy@gmail.com

Apartments
1BR IN 3BR 3BA SUBLEASE
1 room in Garnet River Walk now.
$570/mo 3BR 3BA occpd by 2/F fully
furn hdwd flrs safe fun great place to
live! Email cewheelo@uncg.edu
Sm Furn Rm for Spr Lease $400/mo
util incl apt across from Capstone. Walk
to 5PTS & USC. 864-706-5811.
Sublease 2BR in Woodlands 1/1/10
$625/BR/mo w/util.
Email: Lilgirly122@aol.com
WOODLANDS 1BR avail in 4BR 4BA
flat $500/mo inclds util move in Dec.
Start lease in Jan. 630-400-0871 or
daluge@mailbox.sc.edu
Woodlands 2 story 2BR 2.5BA twnhse.
Looking for 2 people to sublease start
1/2010. Call 301-404-9248 for more info.
THANKSGIVING SPECIAL
No Security Deposit. Efficiences-$642
2BR-$750 incldes everything. 12/mo
lease CORNELL ARMS 799-1442

Roommates
SUBLEASE 1BR IN 4BR HOUSE.
Pvt bath,walk-in closet.Spring semester.
$500/mo. Call 301-257-9188

Housing-Rent
622 Augusta St West Cola
3BR 1BA w/d $600 Call 413-3297
4BR 2BA SHANDON Start DEC/JAN
fenced yd $1395. Call 318-0729
1BR CONDO - fully furn w/sec. available next semester & beyond. @ the
Spur next to stadium. Call 422-9173.
Apartments & Homes Near USC
Hawkins Properties 799-0804
OLYMPIA AREA - 604 Kentucky St..
Renovated, clean 3BR 2BA house. W/D
hkups fridge stove deck $875/mo.
Call Bob 609-4897.
2606 GERVAIS 3BR 1BA
all major appl. totally remodeled large
backyard $975 + $600 dep. 413-3297
Houses &Apts 2-4BR walking distance
to USC $675 and up. Call 254-6613
www.securityrealty.net
Rooms for Rent - Lg Spacious
walking distance to USC $300/mo.
Call 463-5129

Help Wanted
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.
Dancewear store hiring PT Sales person.. Dance exp. helpful but not needed.
Call 782-8188. Ask for Coleen. email
pointet@bellsouth.net

Now hiring for immediate openings!
Also interviewing those interested in
holiday work and Spring positions!
Make $8.25/hr! Build your resume, earn
great bonuses and show your
Gamecock Pride! Apply online:
Sc.Edu/CarolinaCallers click “Join
Our Team!” Questions? E-mail Jake at
James.Strang@ruffalocody.com or
call 777-4705

Help Wanted
Instructors
Experienced Personal Trainers
needed. Located 5 minutes from campus. PT available. Contact
Personally Fit @ 799-9455 for details..
TUMBLING INSTRUCTORS NEEDED.
Wateree Gymnastics, Camden.
Must have experience.
Call 803-432-2609 and ask for Melissa.

Help Wanted
Restaurants
Banquet Servers needed.
Call 782-0082.

Services
LOANS LOANS LOANS
Financial insitution approving all types
of loans. Apply today 1-888-792-7105

PREGNANT, NEED HELP?
FREE pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165

Travel
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
$189.00 5-DAYS or $239 7-DAYS.
All prices include: Round-trip luxury
cruise with food. Accommodations on
the island at your choice of thirteen
resorts. Appalachia Travel.
www.BahamaSun.com 800-867-5018

GAMECOCK
student Rewards
Earn Free Under Armour Gear!

swimming & DIVING
11/19, 11/20, 11/21
GAMECOCK INVITATIONAL

PRELIMS: 10AM
FINALS: 6PM

WILL SCAN REWARDS CARD: 10-11:30AM AND 6-7:30PM

womenÊ’Ês basketball
11/22 VS. PENN STATE

3PM

WILL UNVEIL STUDENT REWARD GRAND PRIZE AT THIS EVENT

for more official rules and guidelines visit

gamecocksonline.com

Major credit cards accepted

